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Report of the President
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The Annual Report of
PRESIDENT THEODORE D. LOCKWOOD
September 1979

Trinity College
Hartford, Connecticut

ANNUAL REPORT
"It is time that we understood ourselves." The phrase summarizes a
problem which has troubled me immensely about the academic world, and
thus it can serve to sound the theme of this year's essay.
We have had a difficult but fascinating year. On the surface it has been
benign. How often people I meet remark about the placidity of the university scene when contrasted with the late sixties: a return to the fifties, they
say. Although there may be some reflections of that era, the internal crossexamination to cut costs is quite different and has tested the spirit of the
community. This year we have struggled with issues that are not congenial:
the predicted national decline in enrollments; tougher financial pressure;
rising oil prices. Inevitably this affects morale. What is unique about Trinity is that we have the capacity to face retrenchment and plan for leaner
times before they fall upon us and every other college. I am grateful to the
members of the faculty, in particular, for their courage and, in a sense, this
annual report is a tribute to them. But all this must be placed within a
national perspective in which education, once viewed as one ofthose undiluted goods in society, is now seen as an enterprise that must adjust to the
winds of change in ways that ultimately subvert its highest purposes.
We used to be called "ivory towers," when society could afford an assumed disjunction between college and the real world. A decade ago we
were accused of departing from our proper sphere when we permitted dissident views and criticism to emanate from our students. Our age-old
stance as friendly but hecessary critics came under fire since our observations were often indelicately phrased and vigorously pursued, even unto
Washington. We were also accused of not remembering our function as
purveyors ofthe accumulated knowledge and truth ofthis period in human
history. Another pervasive notion has been that colleges are best understood as economic entities. Either we add to national productivity and be
"cost effective," or we succumb to the market and recognize that people
will pay only for immediate, measureable results.
It is such a climate that prompts me to insist that it is time that we understand ourselves and our institutional obligation to perform in behalf of
humanity. We claim no corner on truth and knowledge, but we have the
.particular obligation to transmit both, to engender a judicious feeling for
the relevance of systematic inquiry and somewhat detached analysis which
only our environment can provide in contemporary society. We measure
our findings and their transmission by the criteria of truth and significance,
however elusive. We are not indifferent. We assume that such criteria can
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lead ultimately to the improvement of mankind: people become more sensitive and less gullible, more intellectually rigorous and less superficial,
more devoted to truth-seeking and less prone to hucksterism.
Under the pressure of adverse circumstances we are not as faithful to
these goals as we might be. Mr. Fred Hechinger of the New York Times
properly pricked us in one of his articles when he observed that "educators,
who tend to be politically very insistent on the people's right to know, are
often not very consistent in applying this principle to their own activities."
When other matters intrude and distract us from our primary obligation, we
have reason to ask if we really understand ourselves and inform the public
clearly. Against that background it is important to review the difficult
struggle to which we subjected ourselves this year in confronting the impact of unfavorable economic conditions on the future of the College. Can
we bring the ethos which motivates our teaching and research to the task of
deciding what will best ensure the future well-being of this institution? Or
will the immediate pressures so pre-empt the stage that we shall resign ourselves to the interpretation that, after all, ours is no unusual calling, and
that prevailing winds rightly blow us in directions that none of us has
known before?
In a sense we have begun to answer those questions in our consolidation
of faculty and administration staffs by keeping uppermost in our minds the
long-range needs of the College. We have tried to avoid adversary relations
despite the growing trend in society to make every issue a candidate for
litigation. We have recognized the necessity for compromise. Because
these vexing problems will dominate much of what is happening behind
the scenes in higher education, I want to share in some detail with you our
experiences.
I

In April of 197 8 the Trustees concluded that it was necessary to adhere to
our guideline of 135 full-time equivalent faculty. (That cumbersome jargon
has become necessary because of the number of part-time faculty used to
replace those on leave and to handle extra sections of introductory
courses.) Our current strength is 141 + FTE. In September, the Educational
Policy Committee began its deliberations on the academically most desirable way to make such adjustments. It held innumerable meetings and then
reported to the faculty.
The issue was complicated at the beginning by the fact that the faculty as
a whole had not been directly involved in the initial decision to reduce fac-
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ulty size. Even though two faculty committees were consulted, the Trustees
made the decision, based largely on a fiscal analysis. It was not only a rightful exercise of Trustee prerogatives, but also spared the entire community a
decision which could have so absorbed our collective energy that it would
have been thoroughly debilitating. As it was, the faculty did inquire vigorously into the background for the decision to cut back by at least six people.
To their credit, they were willing to proceed even though they had not
made the decision. The division of responsibility between administration
and faculty works when the issues are congenial; but, understandably, that
balance is harder to maintain when the outcome threatens the future of
programs and individuals.
The ensuing debate illustrated the difficulty of assessing the relative
merits of academic programs; that is, what programs are "more central to
the liberal arts" and which are peripheral. Rarely, if ever, is something sufficiently unsatisfactory that everyone can readily agree to abandon it. Consolidation means a trade-off at best. The faculty was acutely aware of this
unhappy fact as it deliberated. We all learned from the process the enervating effect of community review of such an issue. No department can afford
to admit that there is no magic to the number of instructors it has, for fear
that an honest answer may make it a leading candidate for trimming. To
equivocate can become a standard tactic and then the possibility of reasonable compromise disappears. We did not reach that point, but we agreed
that we shall have to learn better how to involve faculty in long-range planning efforts which will bring about, or respond to, many additional
changes over the next decade. Even so, it is uncertain that the spirit of collegiality that now exists can survive repeated tests.
The faculty voted in late May to accept the reduction to 135 by September
of 1982. As a result of this vote, the College will reduce staff fractionally in
languages and music; eliminate one College Professorship; reduce by one
the faculty in physical education; and discontinue the Department of Education. We shall no longer provide certification for teaching (except
through the Greater Hartford Consortium in Higher Education), and the
graduate program in education will be phased out. Some education courses
will be retained, however, to complement various majors and to enable
students to examine the role of schooling in American society. The votes
which led to the decision were close; people reached their conclusions for
many different reasons. For the first time in ten years, nearly ninety per cent
of the faculty attended the meetings and participated. Beyond this willingness to participate is the key issue of the degree to which college communities can continue to expect a loyalty to an institution beyond more
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narrowly defined professional or departmental concerns. The Trinity faculty has displayed that wider commitment to liberal learning and to this
college in particular.
No doubt one of the reasons why we find it awkward to probe retrenchment questions is our lack of experience. Unlike management in cyclical
industries, those now in higher education have only seen the profession's
growth. Moreover, we face choices among alternatives, none of which is
self-evidently wrong, insubstantial, or undesirable. It requires a rational
self-discipline quite different from that of other enterprises. In these circumstances I sense that two things begin to happen. First, we bend over
backwards to permit anyone concerned to express a view, on the assumption that a prolonged and fair hearing will lessen the divisiveness. Certainly many faculty felt so strongly about this that several amendments to
defer a decision were presented, though none succeeded.
Second-and more troubling-we become preoccupied with procedure
to the virtual exclusion of substance. Admittedly few colleges have clear
procedures for extraordinary adjustment in teaching staff. Some resort to
ad hoc committees; some just "disappear" positions by having them revert
to the institution. To confront this issue by asking a standing committee to
recommend to the faculty as a whole the way in which the cuts should be
made puts that group of colleagues in an extremely uncomfortable position. It is scarcely appropriate to talk about personalities, and discussion of
the merits of one department or program versus another is threatening. So,
perhaps inevitably, debate centers on the reasonableness ofthe procedures.
We nearly got hung up on the procedural question, but both the Educational Policy Committee and the faculty did spend time discussing the
merits of programs.
The faculty must continue to assume responsibility for the programs offered at the College. That means cutting as well as adding, redesigning as
well as amplifying. It means making judgments about relative merit even
when a colleague's position may be at stake. Only then can a faculty feel assured that it teaches what it regards as most significant in as creative a
manner as possible. As for the administration, it must define as openly and
definitively as possible the limits within which the educational task is pursued. The less precise that definition, the more likely it is to be challenged.
Once again, we often make assumptions not susceptible to clear proof. For
instance, some maintain that the way to preserve academic programs at
Trinity is to eliminate intercollegiate athletics. That step, though, would
probably hurt admissions and possibly alumni giving, although the effect
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on the latter may be more myth than reality. In any case, how do you demonstrate to everyone's satisfaction that the athletic program does have
greater value than what is being eliminated? There is no way save a kind of
long-term persuasion or an instinctive sense of balance.
What this analysis emphasizes, in my judgment, is that the need for informal consultation, the only alternative to debilitating formal processes,
will grow proportionately over time. Administrative officers and senior
faculty will continuously improve their political sensitivities. All this
takes time. I sympathize with those who want to simplify the manner in
which we resolve issues on campuses. It is true that greater clarity about
where primary responsibility lies would help; but I am not sanguine that
we shall devote less time and energy, since the issues nowadays involve the
well-being of both individuals and institutions. Even if we reduced the
committee maze and avoided adversary proceedings, we would still be
spending considerable time in the subtler arts of suasion. We have been
tested this year. We made our mistakes as a faculty and as administrators;
but fortunately these occurred within an environment that has remained
essentially collegial in outlook and spirit.
Now let me raise the question to the level at which this discussion began.
Can we operate in a manner consistent with our objectives as a truthseeking institution obligated to transmit significant knowledge and thus
impart the kind of wisdom so essential to our long-run interests as a society? The question goes to the heart of college governance. We have not
experienced such a severe challenge since 1970 when every issue was by
definition a searing sign of the inadequacy of collegial resolution. We may
have been misled into assuming that the problem of governance has subsided. There are too many strains occurring, however, which will raise the
problem again during the coming decade. Why?
Like other non-profit institutions within our society, colleges and
universities have defined the governance issue as essentially one of governmental interference. Rules and regulations threaten to strangle institutions; paperwork raises non-educational costs; and presidents spend as
much time with their lawyers as with their deans. However exaggerated,
there is enough truth in this characterization to worry us all. But it is the accompanying practices which may in the long run prove more ominous. In
seeking to be more responsive to the various constituencies within a college, we have clogged the processes by which resolutions can occur. John
Sawyer, President of the Andrew W. Mellon Foundation and a former college president, recently observed: "I would now ask whether we have not
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carried forward from the period of campus .disturbances various practices
and attitudes that needlessly divide our communities and complicate their
functioning." My answer is "yes, but. "
It is true that the great era of committees began in the late sixties. Fortunately many were ad hoc, but all had representatives from every constituency. We formed a Trinity College Council made up of representatives of
all the College constituencies. It functioned for a while and then reverted to
stand-by status. I have argued that the TCC was necessary at the time
(1 969-72) and in theory remains an excellent expression of collegiality; but
neither the faculty nor the students would today permit a TCC to make
recommendations for the College. Why that has happened may be most
instructive to understanding the present governance dilemma.
During the seventies we have been increasingly importuned by constituencies on and off campus. We cannot ignore them even though they
complicate our functioning as an educational institution. If complaints
were simply the traditional student gripes about the food service or the faculty review of appointment procedures, there would be no extraordinary
problem. But now the approach is different in two respects and does
threaten to divide our communities. First, the advocacy most often comes
from a special-interest group within the student body or some other constituency; and, second, the position is put forth without any hint that a compromise would be welcome. Of course, we all like to think that we have the
correct answer and that a blending of views is unnecessary. But suspended
judgment is often essential in resolving conflicts and critical in our assumptions about democracy.
Lessons are easier to assign than to draw. At least, I have not found ready
at hand any solutions that would assure the end of division and the arrival
of unquestioned consensus on the sylvan campus. I can, however, make the
following observations about the decision-making process as it has been affected by recent experience.
First, there must be a ranking of what we teach according to some perception of its relevance to our educational mission. But the generality of this
mission leaves room for a variety of interpretations. Some turn to enrollments as a good market indicator of student preferences. If one allowed too
much weight to that criterion, we would currently all be business and professional schools. But the passion for accounting will fade and the pertinence of the humanities will be rediscovered. Not many of us would step
forward with the ideal ranking of academic programs, but surely we all can
distinguish between mental junk food and truly significant fields of in-
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quiry. That is our first responsibility: to insist on a curriculum appropriate
to liberal learning at the undergraduate level.
Second, we must admit that the "bottom line" seldom appears in black or
red. We are trying to assess what best insures our claim to excellence; how
well we go about educating young men and women will determine our
immediate vitality and our long-range good health. The ultimate measurement of this "line of business" consists of a myriad of individual
responses-what we have added to the wisdom and humaneness of persons. That depends, in part, on what beliefs we share about the validity of
our enterprise. Individuals may not enter the academic profession armed
with a set of assumptions in common with their older colleagues, but they
know instinctively that the profession to which they have been called is different. They engage in a search for knowledge of an elaborate sort; they
transmit knowledge under the distinctive obligation that it be as true as
possible. That transmission of truth must be a shared conviction or we become merely agitators for a different arrangement of facts.
In this regard former Senator J. William Fulbright recently wrote in the
New York Times that we mistrust the modern legislator because we sense
that today's politician first tests the market for what is saleable and then designs a program. The Founding Fathers assumed that the responsible legislator began with a policy he believed to be in the national interest and then
tried to persuade the electorate of its wisdom. The same distinction,
Senator Fulbright argues, is applicable to the academy. "As the training
ground for leadership, our universities have an obligation to the entire
American people to maintain standards of academic excellence-in history
and the social sciences, in literature, philosophy and the arts."-and he
might have added the natural sciences as well. The Senator's main point
was the need for statesmen as opposed to hustlers aspiring to personal prerogatives and quite plastic returns. So likewise in higher education we
need leadership which distinguishes between the transitory and often
fickle market of today and the long-term public interest. That requires
self-discipline dedicated to truth-seeking.
My third observation: we must have academic civility. A college is a collection of unusual individuals. We are not dogmatic about standards; we
are, on the contrary, eminently vague about our expectations; and we
depend upon a kind of consensus seldom achieved by a vote. Intellectual
respectability comes from the individual taking responsibility for-the veracity of what he or she says. Disagreements abound, as is healthy in any
search for truth. But we assume a kind of civility that permits the individual
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to pursue his or her academic interests. We refer to academic freedom
which has as many obligations as it has privileges. The College should take
great pride in the civility which colleagues displayed towards one another
during the recent debates. It is not easy to be so temperate when the future
of a colleague may be at stake.
II

Another important development was the issuance in May of the Institutional Priorities Council's final report. Formed in 1977, the IPC was composed of students, faculty, and administrators. Its task was to deliberate
about the direction in which Trinity should move in the next decade. During the coming academic year its report will serve to focus discussion on
the broad outlines of the College's .educational future. Thus it is appropriate that I summarize the Council's findings here.
We sensed that we must assess our own history, the distinctive nature of
our contribution to higher education, and the strengths upon which to
build our future. Though proceeding in a low-key manner, the Council
dared to consider large-scale changes. However, both our tradition and our
strength convinced it that Trinity should not alter its mission as an outstanding liberal arts college with a primarily residential student body of its
present size. No doubt time will provoke adjustments, but for us to head in
wholly new directions or radically modify our programs seems unwarranted and unwise.
That conclusion reminds us that we have the further obligation to
evaluate how well we accomplish the mission of liberal learning; in general
we must ask ourselves whether we offer the highest quality undergraduate
education possible. That assessment must, in tur~. be grounded in an honest analysis of Trinity's overall position. The Council reached the following
conclusions:
From a national perspective, Trinity is an unusually strong institution. It has a long and distinguished academic tradition, a handsome
campus, and significant endowment funds. It has been well and prudently run. It has demonstrated initiative in its academic programs
and in the successful addition of women students. It has grown substantially in size and standing since the end of World War II. The
College enjoys a good reputation and an absence of the internal discontent which characterizes many institutions.
Compared with some of its more traditional competitors, however,
Trinity's position is less enviable. Its endowment income is smaller,
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and this fact is reflected in somewhat lower average faculty salaries
and, in some cases, higher teaching loads. Less funds are available for
student aid. Admissions ratios and mean SAT scores show that in
many cases Trinity is a backup choice for its students. The student
body tends to have a relatively high proportion of middle and
upper-middle class young people. While the faculty is of generally
high quality and many of the students are very capable, it has proven
difficult to maintain a high degree of intellectual excitement on the
campus ...
Turning to some specifics, the Council recommended that we undertake
a "comprehensive review" of the curricul urn over the next two years. This
recommendation did not stem from a settled conviction that major changes
are in order. Rather, the IPC thought it prudent, after a decade of experience
with the free-elective curriculum, to evaluate the academic effectiveness of
the current approach and to debate possible alternatives. Such a review
strikes me as particularly timely since we have a new Dean of the Faculty,
Dr. Andrew De Rocco. The projected curriculum study will not only afford
him an opportunity to familiarize himself with our programs, but will also
benefit from the fresh perspective he brings to the intellectual life of the
College.
In common with the Board of Fellows and the Board of Trustees, the
Council found the topic of admissions irresistible. Of course, the media
have helped dramatize the issue with frequent stories about the projected
decline in enrollments. We were probably laggard in not completing a
study in depth of our results over the past few years until last fall, when
John Waggett, Assistant Dean of the Faculty, provided various committees
with an instructive market survey. Improvement in our identification of
candidates, follow-up, and yield will help; but the Council properly emphasized three problems which we must address.
The first is diversity. In common with many other high-priced liberal arts
colleges, Trinity has had trouble recruiting minority and disadvantaged
students. Present black undergraduates made their disappointment known
this year by a silent march through the campus. It is clear that, if any group
is too small, it will suffer a sense of isolation within the community. The
Trinity experience will be richer for all undergraduates if we are able to attract a culturally and socially diverse student body.
The second charge from the Council calls for more intellectually curious
and academically motivated students. In one sense, no faculty is ever content with the level of students they teach and this goal will always be elusive. In another sense, Trinity may not attract its fair share of intellectually
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vibrant young people. The problem is worth analyzing. So also is the third
admissions problem: the need for a larger enrollment of older, nonresidential students in the Individualized Degree Program. The success of
many of these students in winning honors and graduate fellowships has
convinced even those who contend that older people do not learn as
quickly as the younger! I would note, however, that too many colleges have
assumed that older adults would provide salvation as the number of
eighteen-year-olds shrinks: there is not that much evidence to persuade me
that Trinity can bank on this segment of the population to replace any significant number of young undergraduates.
In reflecting on the campus community, the Council found that the social
and intellectual life of students "suffers from a lack of cohesiveness." No
doubt the absence of facilities where faculty and students can meet informally contributes to this feeling: Mather Campus Center does not meet this
need. The limited role of student government over the past few years has
also contributed to this. Another source of difficulty is the neo-hedonism of
contemporary students, about which I wrote several years ago. Much as I
admire the vast majority of our undergraduates and find them to be serious
and considerate, one cannot ignore the adverse effect a small number of
students can periodically have on the life of others. Fortunately, no major
episodes underscoring this point have occurred at Trinity, but there were
numerous smaller incidents in which students were inconsiderate or intolerant or destructive. Too often drinking reaches a dangerous level, and too
seldom do peers intervene quickly enough.
The fragmentation of a campus community can occur all too readily
when students think primarily of a small cluster of friends at the expense of
others. That has been clear from our experience in matters of race: most
episodes arise from thoughtlessness. Of course, in other respects the issue
of race has deeper roots and progress is depressingly slow. The fraternities,
which have always played a disproportionately prominent and generally
helpful role in the social life of this campus, were asked this year to consider how they will respond to the questions of diversity of membership
and the anti-intellectualism their behavior may foster. So also must other
student groups think through whether they are reaching out into the Trinity community and really take advantage of our academic facilities as they
should.
Increasingly students sense that life will not be the same once they leave
campus (and many se.n iors seem loath to leave!). Jobs are somewhat easier
to find than in past years, but the grass is neither as green nor as extensive
once they get their diplomas. At least that view is held by many students
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and may account for the enthusiasm with which they approach their social
calendars. Yet, having made these observations, I am driven to urge that we
keep the situation in perspective. Students work hard at Trinity; they play
hard also, as the athletic and intramural programs testify. If we can isolate
that small number of obstreperous students whose antics distort the situation, we may well dissipate the notion that life on the campus lacks
cohesiveness.
Perhaps part of our disappointment derives from the obvious withdrawal
of most students from an active part in the wider community, in neighborhood activities and in projects for which they receive no academic credit.
The social activism of ten and fifteen years ago slackened, here as
elsewhere, in the early seventies, despite the exceptional opportunities
Trinity offers. I hope this trend will be reversed; for I am convinced that by
involving themselves in the larger community, students not only can contribute to the solution of social problems but also enrich their educations.
In particular, I would like to see more voluntary participation unrelated to
academic credit.
Sounding a similar note, the IPC emphasized that Trinity's urban location is one of its distinctive strengths: "Unlike most colleges of its type,
Trinity is located in a large, progressive city. The quality of its immediate
neighborhood has deteriorated, but the city offers many more cultural and
educational opportunities than its typical sister institutions can find in
their small town settings." Admittedly, such a setting has drawbacks. But
on balance it does offer students the chance to work with state agencies,
with professionals, with museums and other cultural institutions, with
politicians, with business corporations, or with youth groups. The Internship Program has become increasingly popular, with approximately 115
students participating this year. The Council recommended, quite correctly, that the College press for even more options in the city as a means of
enhancing both our curricular and our extracurricular life.
Simultaneously the College has been active in the Southside Institutions
Neighborhood Alliance, which includes the Institute of Living, the
Hartford Hospital, and Trinity. In addition to publishing a newspaper for
this section of the City and working with professional associations in the
area, we have been encouraging efforts to redevelop housing that has fallen
into disrepair as well as to help our own employees find housing within
walking distance. Central to our concerns is the ability to relocate occupants while the housing is rebuilt. Although the College does not finance
any of these projects, we have within SINA the mechanism to encourage
and to guide such plans. This corning year Trinity will devote two-fifths of
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a senior staff member's time, Mr. Ivan Backer, to the neighborhood issues.
This attentiveness expresses one of the Council's recommendations for
closer ties with the City.
The IPC also commented on the faculty, upon whose excellence the quality of the College depends. (I am pleased again to include an illustrative
listing of faculty publications at the end of this report; it provides one measure of faculty contributions to the scholarly community.) The Council expressed concern about both the teaching loads and compensation of Trinity
professors. The teaching obligations are heavier than at some sister institutions, but the trend elsewhere is to move in our direction of three courses or
sections each semester. More serious in my mind is the level of faculty
compensation. Although we continue to provide increases that exceed the
national average in higher education, we are unable to counter the impact
of inflation. Faculty everywhere are losing purchasing power (as are administrators). When comparatively lower salary levels are combined with a
retirement program that is not well-hedged against inflation, the prospect
for faculty is not as encouraging as it should be.
We recognize that the nonprofit sector can never provide salaries as high
as commercial enterprises. But the time spent earning the doctorate and the
years of probationary apprenticeship deserve some recognition when
salaries are set for those in the higher ranks. Most important at this moment
is the effect of few openings for young Ph.D.s and little monetary promise:
over time the two will drive the truly talented intellectual into other fields ,
probably just when we shall need bright young instructors in the 1990s.
Linked to this question is that of retirement. Connecticut has brought its
legislation into conformity with the federal provisions. Faculty and staff
may remain until age 70, although probably most will elect to retire at 65.
Obviously, the less effectively we counter the consequences of inflation on
the earning power of staff, the greater the likelihood people will have to
remain on the job longer. As conditions remain stable in colleges and universities, this personnel challenge will become increasingly important.

III
All these questions arise at a time when colleges must exercise extreme
frugality. In this section of the annual report, I should like to refer to some of
the factors which we are watching carefully; but I shall forego the temptation to splatter the pages with charts. Forecasting is an art, and therefore
can only establish either a reasonable or improbable frame within which to
sort out the economic factors we can control and those which are uncontrollable. If such a characterization does not vitiate the entire effort, at least
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it humbles one's expectations. What are the forces which affect our financial future most directly?
Mr. James English, Vice President for Finance and Planning, has stressed
two forces in his calculations: the declining number of 18-year-olds and the
high rate of inflation. The estimates are that in 1995 there will be 3 0 percent
fewer 18-year-olds nationally and 43 percent fewer in Connecticut. That
declining number reinforced our decision not to expand the student body
over the next decade so as to assure continuing high quality among our
undergraduates.
Inflation poses quite a different set of problems. We have concluded that
adjustments in our tuition and fees must move up and down at approximately the same rate as inflation. It seems reasonable that the total student
term bills keep pace with, or be held down to, the general rise in the level of
prices. One could argue that our charges, therefore, will increase, but no
more rapidly than family incomes; and they will tend to be spread over
fewer children, on average, per family. These conclusions seem so obvious
that they are suspect, for reasons peculiar to academic institutions.
First, some of our operating costs rise far more rapidly than prices in
general. We already know that the cost of fuel will exceed our budget provisions for this coming year. We are investing in more sophisticated monitoring of our heating system and will install new boilers, long overdue,
within the next two years; but these efforts will not compensate for the
sharp hike in oil prices. Trinity uses close to one million gallons a year. A
second illustration plagues every university library: the continuing spiral
in the cost of publications. Journals are so expensive that most libraries can
offset the increases only by pruning the number to which they subscribe.
Trinity is trying to arrange for cooperative purchasing of journals within
the Hartford region. Books go up at an average of 12-15 percent annually.
The choice is to buy fewer volumes or to exceed the 7 percent average annual increase in library budgets.
Second , for an institution in which one-third of the basic cost for a
student is met by endowment funds, it is unlikely that the income from endowment can keep pace with inflation. Our endowment is now approximately $38 ,000 ,000. An uninspiring market makes it difficult to assume
great appreciation in the value of those funds; it is hard enough to maintain
reasonable increases in their yield. With the perennial optimism of the
fund-raiser, we expect to offset this factor by substantial increases in our
gift income. Certainly this year's generous response to the Annual Giving
campaign encourages us: we went over the $600,000 mark without the incentive of a challenge grant. As always, it is a pleasure in these reports to
recognize the tremendous support which we receive from alumni, parents,
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and friends. Our forecasts would be much grimmer were it not for this response. It is clear that we must continue to merit such generosity if we are to
avoid economic erosion.
That is the dilemma facing independent higher education. Can we maintain sufficient financial flexibility in the next five years not to jeopardize
our academic integrity? I have long been impressed by the resiliency of colleges in this country; but we have reached a juncture requiring tough decisions we have not faced since 1930. Slimming down is painful but up to a
point healthy. We are passing through this phase now. Controlling expenditures is mandatory in order to keep the escalation within national averages. What I fear is a shift in the forces over which we have no control. For
example, if either the federal or state government were to cut off student
grant funds-not to mention loan support programs-we could not replace
those dollars out of our own budget. Perhaps the interlocking nature of our
system will prevent such abrupt deflections. But it is well to recognize how
delicate the balance can become.
In such circumstances we can test our forecasts only by whether our plan
is reasonably achievable. Our five-year forecast hinges on the ability to
keep annual increases within the 7-8 percent range in the educational
areas and 6-7 percent in other accounts. Anyone looking at the economy as
a whole realizes how austerely we must operate: there is no margin for error. The pressure is on for a probing review of our operations to achieve
trade-offs. What is encouraging in this process is the conviction that we
shall be the better for the discipline. We shall be persuaded of the importance of what we do and how we do it. The sternness of the test has a way
of reestablishing a sense of community that more affluent days may have
lessened.
In short, the fiscal climate within which we operate today can serve to
spur on the kind of planning which the Institutional Priorities Council has
begun. It can focus our energies on what we do best academically. The constraints are real: recognizing them, we may be better able to take full advantage of the unusual opportunities which Trinity's tradition, location, and
quality provide.

IV
Whenever I write about the planning at Trinity, I recognize that it helps
to place that analysis within the perspective of higher education today.
And that thought prompts me to remember Satchel Paige's remark: "Don't
look back-something may be gaining on you!" That phrase has been as
durable as his pitching arm. More and more frequently colleges and uni-
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versities have found that the past is catching up with them as they seek a
way through the next decade. Some would argue that the prosperity of the
past has produced many of the current problems. Proliferation of courses,
exaggeration of the market possibilities of new constituencies, assumption
of continuous growth rather than anticipation of future contractions, the
provision of extensive services to students-all these have contributed
to the ineluctable pressures on resources. Much of this is true, but our
inheritance cannot be denied.
The history of American colleges and universities has reflected extraordinary diversity. We have resisted adopting a national system and accordingly have suffered from a range in quality and an overlap in functions that
drive planners wild. We have become increasingly complex as enterprises,
and we have matured in our service to society. All that past is catching up
with us. We cannot help looking back: ignoring history is always hazardous. But we cannot dwell on that past, either with longing or loathing. We
must combine an appreciation of our history with as clear a perception of
the future challenges as possible.
At Trinity we have tried to avoid reading our past according to some preferred future. That is not to say that the past has not begun to catch up: it has
been with us both as a strength and a limitation.
Anyone who follows educational news these days has encountered the
adverse demographic projections, the oversupply ofPh.D.s, and the declining SAT scores. As a person who began his administrative career in 1960, I
am struck by the changing shorthand: when I was a dean, it was growing
numbers, shortages of talented faculty, and improvement in the quality of
the entering class. I suppose for those in cyclical indus tries, this shift seems
natural enough; but for us on American campuses it is a new experience.
We did not look that far ahead, or we chose not to believe in birth statistics.
But most important we could not conceive, even when the first financial
tremors shook us in 1970, that higher education faced less promising times.
Three years ago I wrote about the rising tide of self-examination which
inevitably forecast harder times. When we issued fiscal projections last
year, there was relatively little alarm, perhaps because of intellectual scanning and visceral optimism. Such buoyance may be healthy, for it is clear
that foreboding is often self-fulfilling. Even those who complain about sagging morale in the academy, primarily because salaries have not been able
to keep up with inflation, never question the essential solvency of this institution. And rightly so.
Yet, as past generosity has been partially responsible for the predicaments of many colleges and universities, compensatory mechanisms for
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moving into leaner days tomorrow have emerged only sporadically at individual institutions and never on a national scale. Consultants may offer palliatives, but the once-popular solution of counting on state largesse is about
played out. Difficult as it may be for public enterprises to adjust their expenditures downward, it has become clear that few will be in a mood to bail
out independent higher education by substantial increases in funding.
One of the first lessons from the recent past must be that the academy has
to establish ways in which to resolve issues of scarcity. Deft administrators
may retire positions, fail to repaint, stretch the life of boilers , and eliminate
mailings; but the climate will only worsen unless there is sufficient conviction among faculty and administrators-and recognition by students-that
it is in the best interest of the institution to reallocate its strength. What I
sense is happening elsewhere-and at times here-is not strange. As I intimated earlier, the environment encourages any threatened activity, enterprise, or constituency to take a stand and declare compromise at an end.
We know what happens then.

v
I hope that the frankness of this report, sometimes bordering on the
sombre, does not overshadow the very real accomplishment that Trinity's
self-assessment represents. I would hate to emulate the parishioner who
observed to the minister that, despite her continual prayers on behalf oftwo
families in the congregation, "I just get them out of one mess and into
another." For we have made substantial progress and that has been visible
in a number of ways that are appropriate to mention in this closing section.
Most encouraging to the faculty was the decision this year by the William
R. Kenan Trust to grant Trinity an endowed chair in American Institutions
and Values. We hope to fill this position by September 1980 with someone
whose interest in American Studies will complement that already strong
program. As designed, the professorship permits us to "house" the faculty
member in history, political science, or one of the departments that examines the American experience. We are grateful to the Trust for this important addition.
Once again this year we have had some outstanding events on campus.
The symposium on China last April attracted eminent scholars and coincided admirably with new trends in Asian affairs. The award of a
Guggenheim Fellowship to Professor Philip Bankwitz in history and Professor Joseph Bronzino's grant from the National Science Foundation to
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continue his research in neurophysiology illustrate the increasing recognition of the faculty at Trinity.
To students, faculty, and the staff of the Library the mostimportant event
of the year was the opening of the new addition. Commodious, striking in
design, and conducive to study, the addition transformed this academic
facility into a magnificent undergraduate library with ample stack space
and seating for 650 students scattered throughout the 136,000 square feet.
We shall have reason to be grateful to the donors for many years to come.
Ultimately the purpose of an institution determines its right to flourish.
As I remarked earlier in this report, a college has the particular obligation to
society of transmitting significant knowledge in a manner that permits
others to use it in behalf of humanity. The handling of knowledge, like the
discovery of truth (or even proximate truth), can make a profound difference in our practical response to both the concrete and the abstract conditions in life. It distresses me when I hear someone remark that there is no
payoff for the kind of intellectual discrimination that scholars practice. Unless we are prepared to discard the discoveries which influence our daily
lives, unless we consider unimportant the continuing search for truth and
significance, a high degree of intellectual inquiry must prevail, on and off
campus.
There is also something called fascination. One of Trinity's purposes is to
encourage students to become fascinated with ideas, the very things with
which we describe the world and through which we attach value to what
we do. Saul Bellow put it aptly when he suggested that "The leap toward
the marvelous is still a possibility .... Very few people talk anymore about
the marvelous. Where has it gone? Where has it been put? If someone stole
Lake Michigan, he'd have to put it someplace else." I felt the "leap toward
the marvelous" at Trinity when I was a student here in the 1940s. I have
even felt it as president. It is at the heart of what we do very well at the
College.
I dedicate this year's Annual Report to two persons whose services to the
College have been extraordinary. Edwin Packard Nye left the Office of
Dean of the Faculty at the end of June to resume teaching. His eight years as
Dean saw the coordination in exemplary fashion of the many administrative obligations of that office. He guided the faculty through adjustments in
program and staffing with a fairness, and firmness, that merited the high
regard accorded his leadership. He even served as director of the music
program for a period! We shall miss his New England candor, his calm
presiding over the innumerable details involved in serving the faculty, and
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his impeccable manner of recording what has happened. But we are glad
that he will continue to serve Trinity.
Elisabeth Belden retired as Administrative Assistant to the President in
June of this year. Her thirty-nine years of service spanned a period in which
the College changed dramatically. Since 1950 she worked with the Presidents of this institution and thus has contributed directly to much that
happened under G. Keith Funston and Albert C. Jacobs. I can attest that,
over the last eleven years, she has been invaluable in maintaining the
equilibrium of this office, in reminding us all of what to do when, and
where things are, and in exemplifying through her own efforts the kind of
dedication for which we are truly fortunate.

Theodore D. Lockwood
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FACULTY PRESENTATIONS AND PUBLICATIONS

Listed below is a selection of faculty publications, exhibitions and scholarly papers and lectures for the period September 1978 to September 1979.
Linda F. Alwitt, Visiting Assistant Professor of Psychology
Attention and the Development of Cognitive Skills, with D. R. Anderson, E. P.
Lorch and S. R. Levin, editors (Plenum, 1978).
"Two Processes Influence Selective Attention in One Peripheral Vision Field."
Paper presented at the Annual meeting of the Eastern Psychological Association, Philadelphia, 1979.
David Ahlgren, Assistant Professor of Engineering
"A Computerized Unit Data Acquisition and Reduction System." Paper presented with Frederick Borgenicht '79 and Joseph Bronzino at Seventh Annual
Bioengineering Conference, Troy, New York, 1979.
"A Course in Digital Networks and Microprocessors for Liberal Arts Colleges."
Paper presented at conference on the Uses of Microprocessors in Undergraduate Education, Hartford.
Mardges Bacon, Assistant Professor of Fine Arts
"The New York Model Tenement House." Paper presented at the Bartlett School
of Architecture, University College, University of London, 1979.
Philip C. F. Bankwitz, Professor of History
Alsatian Autonomist Leaders 1919-1947 (University Press of Kansas, 1978;
translated into French Istra Strasbourg, France, 1979).
Richard P. Benton, Associate Professor of English
"Journey Into the Center-Studies in Poe's Pym," editor, American Transcendental Quarterly, Winter 1978.
Love and Madness in Poe's Fiction. (The Enoch Pratt Free Library, The University
of Baltimore Library and Edgar Allan Poe Society of Baltimore, 1978).
Selected Edgar Allan Poe Lecturer-of-the-Year in 1978. "Love and Madness in
Poe's Fiction." Paper presented at Enoch Pratt Free Library, Baltimore, 1978.
Robert H. Brewer, Associate Professor of Biology
"The Role of Motile Larva in the Cnidarian Life Cycle." Paper presented at Connecticut College, 1979.
Joseph D. Bronzino, Vernon D. Roosa Professor of Applied Science
"Power Spectral Analysis ofElectroencephlogram Development in the Rat," with
W. B. Forbes, C. Tracy, P. Stisser, 0. Resnick and P. J. Morgane, in Proceedings
of the 7th Annual New England Bioengineering Conference, March 1979.
"A Computerized Unit Data Acquisition and Reduction System," with F.
Borgenicht '79 and D. Ahlgren, inProceedings of the 7th Annual New England
Bioengineering Conference, March 1979.
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"Microprocessor Applications in Processing Electrophysiological Signals," wlth
F. Borgenicht, in Proceedings of Connecticut-Institute of Electrical and Electronic Engineers Section Symposium on Microprocessors-Theory and Applications (in press).
"Effects of Electrical Stimulation of the Lateral Habenula on Single Unit Activity
of Raphe Neurons," with W. C. Stern, A. Johnson and P. J. Morgane, in
Experimental Neurology (in press).
Carl R. V. Brown, Allan K. Smith Lecturer in Composition and Director of Writing
Center
"Toward a Theory of Biculturalism, and Teaching English," in Resources in Education (Eric Clearinghouse on Reading and Communication Skills, 1979).
Connecticut Scholar for Connecticut Humanities Council's project, "State of Literacy," 1979.
"Forum on the Teaching of Composition," Chairman, Northeast Modern Language Convention, Hartford, 1979.
W. Miller Brown, Associate Professor of Philosophy
"Ethics and Philosophy." Paper presented at Greater Hartford Community College, Hartford, 1979.
George E. Chaplin, Professor of Fine Arts and Director of Studio Arts
Exhibit in the United States State Department's Program, "Art in Embassies":
Managua, Nicaragua; Warsaw; Asuncion, Paraguay; London; Paramaribo,
Surinam; Rabat, Morocco; Lisbon; Manila; Lome, Togo.
Edmond La B. Cherbonnier, Professor of Religion, Part time
"In Defense of Anthropomorphism," in Reflections on Mormonism, ed. Truman
Madsen (Brigham Young University, 1979).
John A. Dando, Professor of English
Twelve programs on current American writers, written and performed for the
"Voice of America," 1978-79.
Eugene W. Davis, Professor of History
"The World After Alexander the Great." Lecture delivered at University of Connecticut at Storrs, 1978.
Leslie G. Desmangles, Assistant Professor of Religion and Intercultural Studies
"Mythopoeic Images of the Virgin Mary, Cultural Symbiosis of Roman Catholicism and Vodun in Haiti." Paper presented atthe annual meeting ofthe Society
for the Scientific Study of Religion, Hartford, 1978.
"The Vodun Way of Death." Paper presented at the National Meeting of the American Academy of Religion, New Orleans, 1978.
"Ezuli in Haitian Vodun: Portrayals of a Divine Goddess." Paper presented at
International Meeting of the Caribbean Studies Association, Fort-de-France,
Martinique, 1979.
"Anomie and Suicide in American Culture: An Anthropological View." Paper
presented at the Ethical Humanist Society of Chicago, 197 8.
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Harold L. Dorwart, Seabury Professor of Mathematics and Natural Philosophy,
Emeritus
"The Neuberg Cubic: A Nostalgic Look," in California Mathematics, Vol. 3, 1978.
"Chromatic Graphs," with D. T. Finkbeiner in Dolciani Mathematical Expositions, Chapter 1 of Vol. 4 (Mathematical Association of America) (in press).
Norton Downes, Professor of History
"A Variant of Bridal Trier Main." Paper presented at Scott Colloquium at University of Florida, Gainesville, 1979.
Larry A. Fader, Assistant Professor of Religion
"Beyond the Birds of Appetite: Thomas Merton's Encounter with Zen," in
Biography II, No.3, 1979.
Lancelot L. Farrar, Jr., Lecturer in History
Divide and Conquer, German Efforts to Conclude a Separate Peace, 1914-1918
(Columbia University Press, 1978).
Review of Jan Rornein's The Watershed of Two Eras: Europe in 1900, for Journal
of Modern History, summer issue 1979.
Donald B. Galbraith, Professor of Biology
"Phaeornelanin Synthesis and Obesity in Mice: Interaction of the Viable Yellow
(A vy) and Sombre (e 50) Mutations," with G. L. Wolff, 0. E. Dornan and J. M. Ron,
inJournal of Heredity, 69,1978.
"The effect of 6-drazo-5-0XO-norleucine (DON) in the Development of Mouse
Tooth Germs in Vitro." Paper published In Vitro, 15, and presented at Thirtieth
Annual Meeting ofthe Tissue Culture Association, Seattle, 1979.
John A. Gettier, Associate Professor of Religion
"Prophetic Word and Deed." Five lectures presented at Trinity Episcopal
Church, Hartford, 1979.
Ronald K. Goodenow, Assistant Professor of Education
"Separate and Unequal Progressive Education: A Southern Case Study." Paper
presented at History of Education Society, Chicago, 1978.
"The Liberal Arts College, Educational Studies and the Rationalization of Public
Educational Knowledge." Paper presented at American Educational Studies
Association, Washington, 197 8.
"The Historic Functions of Tolerance in Educational Race Relations: Research
and Policy Implications." Lecture delivered at Smith College, 1978.
Co-organizer and Co-chairperson, Conference on the Educational History of New
York City, Columbia University, 1978.
Alden R. Gordon, Assistant Professor of Fine Arts
"The Architecture of the Frick Collection." Lecture presented at The Frick Collection, New York, 1979.
"The Heroic Seascape in the Eighteenth Century: Claude-Joseph Vernet." Lecture
presented at the Wadsworth Atheneum, Hartford, 1979.
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Karl F. Haberlandt, Associate Professor of Psychology
"Verbs contribute to the coherence of brief narratives: Reading related and unrelated sentence triples,'' with Geoffrey Bingham '77, in Journal of Verbal Learning and Verbal Behavior, 17, 1978.
"Story grammar and encoding of story constituents," with Gregory Haroian '78.
Paper presented at the 50th annual meeting of the Eastern Psychological Association, Philadelphia, 1979.
David E. Henderson, Assistant Professor of Chemistry
"The Qualitative Analysis of Shale Oil Acids and Bases by PLOT Gas Chromatography and Interfaced Vapor Phase Infra-Red Spectrophotometry," with P. C.
Uden, S. Siggia, A. Carpenter and H. M. Hackett, inAnalytical Chemistry, 51,
1979.
"The Gas Chromatography of Higher Substituted Tetradentate B-ketoamine
Complexes," with A. Khalique, W. I. Stephens and P. C. Uden, Analytica
ChimicaActa, vol. 101,1978.
"Aspects of Chromatographic Analysis of Oil Shale and Shale Oil," with P. C.
Uden, A. Carpenter, F. P. DiSanzo, H. F. Hackett and S. Siggia, inAnalytical
Chemistry of Liquid Fuel Sources, eds. P. C. Uden, S. Siggia and H. B. Jensen
(Advances in Chemistry Series, No. 170, American Chemical Society, 1978).
"HPLC of Divalent Metal Dithizonates." Paper presented with R. Chaffee '79 at
Federation of Analytical Chemistry and Spectroscopy Societies Meeting, Boston, 1978.
"Comparison of Nickel and Stainless Steel PLOT Column for the GC of Metal
Complexes." Paper presented with U. Udodong '79, Pittsburgh Conference
of Analytical Chemistry and Applied Spectroscopy, Cleveland, 1979.
George C. Higgins, Jr., Professor of Psychology and College Counselor
"Work and Job Stress." Lecture delivered at American Institute of Plant Engineers, Massachusetts Branch and at Western Massachusetts Society of
Mechanical Engineers, 1978.
"Gender Identification Development." Lecture delivered in the Ethical Issues
Series at Mattatuck Community College, 1978.
Donald D. Hook, Professor of Modern Languages
"Go't hic Conjugation," inKwartalnik Neofilologiczny, XXV, 1978.
Drew A. Hyland, Professor of Philosophy
"Competition and Friendship," in Journal of the Philosophy of Sport, Vol. V.
"Participation in Athletics: Is it Worth the Suffering?" in New York Times, Nov.
26, 1978.
"Living Dangerously: Reflections on the Risk-Taking Element in Play." Paper
presented at Philosophical Society for the Study of Sport, Fort Worth, 1978; lecture presented at Vassar College, 1978.
Gary C. Jacobson, Associate Professor of Political Science
"Public Funds for Congressional Campaigns: Who Would Benefit?" in Political
Finance, ed. Herbert E. Alexander (Sage Publications, 1979).
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"Campaign Finance Regulation: Politics and Policy in the 1970s," in Paths to
Political Reform, ed. William Crotty (Heath-Lexington, 1979).
"On Adding Contextual Variables to National Election Surveys: Some Examples
from the 1972 and 1974 National Election Studies." Paper presented at the Annual Meeting of the Midwest Political Science Association, Chicago, 1979.
"Congressional Election Research: The Importance of Contextual Data." Lecture
delivered at the American Politics Seminar, Yale University, 1979.
Dori Katz, Associate Professor of Modern Languages
Four translations of Maxine Kumin's poetry into French, published in Estuaire,
Mai, 1979.
"Problems in Translating from the French." Paper presented at American Literary Translator Association, Dallas, 1979.
"Renaissance Translations: DuBellay and Spencer." Paper presented at Institute
for European Studies, Comparative Literature Conference, Sewanee, Tennessee, 1979.
Gerald Kamber, Professor of Modern Languages
"The Dantean Sources of 'Les Affinites Secretes,' "in Fusta, 1979.
"Cubism and Surrealism: A Semiotic Approach," in Dada/Surrealism, n. 9,
Queens College, C.U.N.Y., 1979.
"William Burroughs: Lonely Humanist," in Semiotext (e), 1979.
MaryS. T. Kenealy, Artist-in-Residence
Visiting artist, summer session, Kansas City Art Institute.
Arnold L. Kerson, Associate Professor of Modern Languages
"Francisco Javier Alegre's Translation, with Commentary of Boileau's Art
Poetique: An Eighteenth-Century Mexican's Contribution to Neoclassic Literary Theory." Paper presented at Spanish Colonial Section ofNortheastModern
Language Association, Hartford, 1979.
Nancy 0. Kirkland, Assistant Professor of Psychology
"Septal Lesion Size Determines Post-Operative ~ecovery of Free-Operant
Avoidance in Cats." Paper presented at Eastern Psychological Association
Convention, Philadelphia, 1979.
Frank G. Kirkpatrick, Associate Professor of Religion
"Understanding an Act of God." Paper presented at the Annual Meeting of the
American Academy of Religion in New Orleans, 1978.
Helen S. Lang, Assistant Professor of Philosophy
"Aristotle's First Movers and the Relation of Physics to Theology," in The New
Scholasticism, Vol. LII, Autumn, 1978.
"God or Soul: The Problem of the First Mover in Physics VII," inPaideia: Special
Issue on Aristotle, Winter, 1979.
"Aristotle and the Problem of Species: Species for Sensation, for Science and for
Philosophy." Lecture delivered at University of Connecticut, Storrs, 1979.
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Eugene E. Leach, Assistant Professor of History and Director of American Studies
Program
"Charles Dudley Warner's A Little Journey in the World." Paper presented at
Northeast Modern Language Association, Hartford, 1979.
Robert Lindsay, Brownell-Jarvis Professor of Natural Philosophy and Physics
"Results of Reactions Designed to Produce Ternary Hydrides of Some Rarer
Platinum Metals with Europi urn or Ytterbi urn," with Ralph 0. Moyer, Jr. and D.
N. Marks, in Transition Metal Hydrides, Advances in Chemistry Series No. 167,
American Chemical Society, 1978.
Editor, Early Concepts of Energy in Atomic Physics. Benchmark Papers on
Energy, Vol. 7, (Dowden, Hutchinson and Ross, Inc. 1979).
"Europium and Ytterbium Hydrides." Lecture delivered to the Physics Colloquium, University of Rhode Island, 1979.
Charles W. Lindsey, Assistant Professor of Economics
"Changes in Market Concentration in Philippine Manufacturing:1960-1970," in
Philippine Review of Business and Economics, 15, 1979.
"Size Structure, Turnover, and Mobility of the Largest Manufacturing Firms in a
Developing Country: The Case of the Philippines," in Journal of Industrial
Economics (in press).
Review of Income Distribution Policy in Developing Countries: A Case Study of
Korea by Irma Adelman and Sherman Robinson, in Journal of Asian Studies,
38, 1979.
Kenneth Lloyd-Jones, Visiting Associate Professor of Modern Languages
"Some Variants of the Fortuna Tapas in French Poetry of the Early Renaissance,"
in PMR: Annual Publication of the Patristic, Medieval and Renaissance Conference, Augustinian Historical Institute, Villanova University, 1978.
"Un Traducteur qui se tradit: le cas d'Etienne Dolet." Paper presented at XIVth
Congress, Federation Internationale des Langues et Litteratures Modernes,
Aix-en-Provence, France, 1978.
"Foreign Language Education in the USA" and "Institutional Needs in Language
and Area Studies." Papers presented with Donald D. Hook at Northeast Conference on the Teaching of Foreign Languages, Regional Planning Meeting for
President's Commission on Foreign Language and International Studies,
Hartford, 1979.
Anthony D. Macro, Associate Professor of Classics
"A Confirmed Asiarch," in American Journal of Philology, 100, 1979.
"The Languages of Roman Britain." Paper presented at Annual Meeting of CANE
(Classical Association of New England), Connecticut Branch, at Wesleyan University, 197 8.
Harold C. Martin, Charles A. Dana Professor of Humanities
1979 Annie Talbot Cole Lecturer at Bowdoin College. "A Concealed Argument in
2001, A Space Odyssey." Lecture delivered at Bowdoin College. "Three Uses of
Metaphor: in Diderot, Kierkegaard and Yeats." Seminar presented at Bowdoin
College.
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The odor M. Mauch, Professor of Religion
"Thinking in Time: in Early Israel and in Other Early Cultures." A series of six
lectures at the Federated Church, Orleans, Massachusetts, 1979.
Clyde D. McKee, Associate Professor of Political SCience
"The Role of Internships in Public Administration Education: Brief Solutions to
10 Basic Problems Associated with Integrating Experience into the General
Educational Process.'' Paper presented at New England Regional Conference of
American Society for Public Administration, Albany, 1978.
"Connecticut's 1978 Election: How It Is Changing This State's Political System."
Paper presented at Annual Meeting of the New England Political Science Association, Durham, New Hampshire, 1979.
J. Bard McNulty, Professor of English
"The Extended Decorative Scheme of the Bayeux Tapestry." Lecture delivered at
Fourth Mid-Atlantic States Conference on Patristic, Mediaeval, and Renaissance Studies, Villanova University, 1979.
Stephen Minot, Professor of English, Part time
Ghost Images (A Novel) (Harper & Row, 1979).
"Surviving the Flood," a short story and first chapter of novel in progress, in
Ploughshares, 1978.
"Ghost Images." A reading and critical analysis delivered at Annual Conference
on Twentieth Century Literature, University of Louisville, Louisville, 1979.
Ralph 0. Moyer, Jr., Associate Professor of Chemistry
"Results of Reactions Designed to Produce Ternary Hydrides of Some Rarer
Platinum Metals with Europium or Ytterbium," with Robert Lindsay and D. N.
Marks, in Transition Metal Hydrides, Advances in Chemistry Series No. 167,
1978.

William J. Puka, Assistant Professor of Philosophy
"A Kohlbergian Reply to Critics," in The Domain of Moral Education, eds.
Cochrane, Hamm and Kazepides (Paulist Press, 1979).
"A Cognitive-Development Analysis of Valuation." Paper presented at conference on Moral Development at School of Education, Harvard University, 1979.
"Moral Perfectionism and Kohlbergian Theory." Lecture delivered at Hampshire
College, 1979.
C. Kenneth Quinones, Assistant Professor of History
"Reflections on Modern Korea: The Kt.inse Chason Chonggam and Modern
Korean History," Harvard Journal of Asiatic Studies, Fall, 1979.
Review of Politics and Policy in Traditional Korea by James B. Palais, in Journal
of Asian Studies, 1979.
"The Complexities of Cross-Cultural Marriage and Adoption in American and
Korean Societies." Lecture delivered at Ninth Annual Conference on Koreans
and Americans, Central Connecticut State College, 1979.
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David A. Robbins, Associate Professor of Mathematics
"Sectional Representation of Banach Modules." Paper presented with J. W.
Kitchen at Annual Meeting of American Mathematical Society, Biloxi,
Mississippi, 1979.
John Rose, College Organist and Director of Chapel Music
Two recordings issued by Towerhill Records, Hollywood, California: "The
French Romantics," Vol. I, recorded at the Cathedral of the Sacred Heart,
Newark, New Jersey; "John Rose Plays the Beckereth Organ at Pomona
College."
Recitals in 20 cities in 9 states and 2 foreign countries.
Michael P. Sacks, Assistant Professor of Sociology
"Changes in Occupational Differentiation by Sex in the 15 Soviet Republics,
1939-1970." Paper presented at· Annual Meeting of Association of Slavic
Studies, Columbus, 1978.
"The Impact of Labor Force Composition on Occupational Differentiation by Sex:
A Longitudinal Study of the Soviet Republics." Paper presented at the Southern Conference on Slavic Studies, Chapel Hill, 1978.
"Age Differences in the Sexual Division of Labor: The Soviet Republics in 1959."
Paper presented at Annual Meeting of Mid-West Economics Association,
Chicago, 1979.
Craig W. Schneider, Assistant Professor of Biology
"Standing Crop of Benthic Seaweeds on the Carolina Continental Shelf," with
R. B. Searles. Proceedings International Seaweed Symposium, 9, 1979.
"An annotated checklist of Connecticut Seaweeds," with M. M. Suyemoto and
C. Yaridn, in Connecticut State Geology, 2nd Natural History Survey (in press).
"Gibberellic acid and scope elongation in Dandelions." Paper presented at Weed
Science Society of America Meeting in San Diego, 1979.
"North Carolina-A Critical Position in Algal Biogeography." Lecture delivered
at University of Massachusetts at Amherst, 1978.
Charles B. Schultz, Associate Professor of Education
"Some Limits to the Validity and Usefulness of Student Ratings of Teachers,"
published in Educational Research Quarterly, Summer, 1978.
"World Knowledge and the Recall and Comprehension ofText." Paper presented
at the annual meeting of the American Educational Research Association in
San Francisco, 1979.
Edward W. Sloan III, Professor of History
"Debate over Iron versus Steel in American Warship Design, 1860-1885." Paper
presented at the Third International Reunion for the History of Nautical Science and Hydrography at National Maritime Museum, Greenwich, England,
1979.

The Reverend Alan C. Tull, Chaplain, Assistant Professor of Religion
"Theological Reflections on Human Sexuality." Paper presented to the Joint
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Commission of Human Affairs and Health, Episcopal Church, U.S.A., Cambridge, Massachusetts, 1979.
"Human Sexuality-Biblical, Theological and Ethical Consideration." Paper
presented to the Program in Human Sexuality, Episcopal Social Services,
Diocese of Connecticut, Stamford, 1979.
"The Controversy over Human Sexuality in Theological Reflection." Lecture delivered at Boston College, 1979.
Ranbir Vohra, Professor of Political Science
"Impact of President Carter's China Policy?" Paper presented at the International
Studies Association Annual Meeting, Toronto, 1979.
"Implications of China-Vietnam Conflict." Lecture delivered at University of
Vermont, 1979.
"U.S.-China Relations Since Normalization." Lecture delivered at International
Relations Symposium, University of Massachusetts at Amherst, 1979.
James H. Wheatley, Professor of English
"Narrative Theory and Henry James." Paper presented at Boston College, 1978.
John C. Williams, Professor of Classics
"The Humanities and the Classics." Lecture delivered at the Hartford Conservatory of Music, 1978.
Diane C. Zannoni, Assistant Professor of Economics
"A Critique of the Neo-Classical and Classical Cambridge Meanings of Competition and Conflict." Paper presented at Williams College, Williamstown, Massachusetts, 1978.
In addition to the productivity of faculty cited above, Trinity has benefited from the
contribution of Robert Edward Smith, Composer in Residence at the Chapel.
Harpsichord recitals in 8 cities in 7 states.
"Six Canonic Anthems for Lent and Passiontide" (Chicago: Gregorian Institute of
America, 1978).
Three pieces of Choral Music: "0 Sacrum Convivium," "The Eyes of All Wait
Upon Thee" and "Puer Natus in Bethlehem"-written for Trinity Chapel
Singers (New York: Alexander Braude, 197 8, 1979).
Two solo organ pieces: "Carol Preludes" and "Partita" (New York: Alexander
Braude, 1978, 1979).
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